
CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS 

IV.1. PRESENTATION OF THE ACCOMPLISHED DATA 

As mentioned in chapter I (methodology) -the 

techniques that are primarily used to obtain data are 

Observation and Elicitation. 

The observation was held when the KKN Program was in 

progress. It was directly conducted as soon as the 

phenomenon was identified without any preliminary because 

the invention of the phenomenon is accidental. At that 

time the elicitation was not applied yet. The observation 

includes the investigation done secretly towards some 

conversations taking places at various places such as 

coffee shop, crowds, mosque, and so on. Some time several 

questions dealing with the phenomenon are asked to them in 

such a way so the responses indicate the matter analysed. 

After then any results of the observation are recorded in 

writen materials. Accordingly the data that are 

successfuly obtained are not representative yet in number. 

The words showing the elision are less than ten items when 

the observation was applied at that time. Besides that, 

the observation was not designed properly yet so at that 

time the number of the data was limited. 

The elicitation· was held in May 1995 during one week. 

About six persons representing the population of des a 
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Semampir as whole are elicitated. Since the occurence of 

the elision is optional and the people as whole most 

fr 01~uP.nt 1 y are not wllllng to odmi t lt, a group of 

sentences aredesigned in such a way to enable their 

responses that show the real condition of the phenomenon. 

Occasionally they are elicitated repeatedly in informal 

situations without showing the action of elicitaion is 

taking place. It is due to the fact that some time they do 

elision and at other time they do not. Besides that, it is 

also due to the fact that they generally refuse to 

recognize that it ls the elision of [mJ. 

Accordingly dealing with the fact mentioned above, 

according to Samarin (1988 :180) the elicitation ls used 

to apply in the society of desa Semampir is Hidden 

Elicitation (Analytls Elicitation). Here he mentioned that 

the researcher will feel productive to stimulate his 

informants in the way that are structurally less formative 

than those of what have been revealed before. The 

researher obtained the type of utterances of what he wants 

to elicitate (by questions). A researcher immediately 

record the responses while examining. 

The data is much bigger during the elicitation takes 

place. The elicitation has spent two pieces of casetes . . 
The tape recorderwas used to record their responses when 

they they are ellcitated as well as to record their dally 

conversations without showing it. During one week of 
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elicitation, the tape recorder is not fully turned on. It 

is turned on when it is necessary to use. If during the 

observation the data obtained is no more than ten items, 

there are more than fourty items of data during the 

elicitation is intensively applied. The ellcitaion may be 

conducted in the morning, or at night depending on the 

situations. It is never conducted at daylight because they 

all go for work. 

The following is a list of data which are successf uly 

collected from both observation and ellcltatlon . . 
- .males rnalas - melok m c..l v k 
- mangan ma1:1an 1 - murlng rnorLl] 
- maneh man£.h 1 - mateng rnata~ 
- mantep mant~p 1 - masak [ ma~ak ] 

- menek [ moe. n~k: ] - menggok [ rnc!J9vk: ] 

- mikir ( mt kn .. J mingkem ( mt nk: ~rn 
- mingkep [ m L1;J ~~ p] mudun [ mo don 
- macak m aC:a.k J mancik man~tk 
- malih maleh manak maha.k. ] 

- mllih m t.ld1 ] mingglr [ rn L~9Lr J 
- mandeg manda.k J menlh [ rna-nL 
- minggat rrn !)9&t J mulih [ mole. 
- macet rna~a.t - mancur [ rnan~ul"' 
- merem m C).rC).m mules ( rnula.~ 
- melek ma. l e.k ] menclok [ men~ l" k. ] 

- munggah rn v ~~ah 1 - mancep [ mane!a.p ] 

- mancing man?!•~ ) mend em tn a.n da.rn J 
- melas rn a. \a.~ ] milih mtU · ] 

- maca mvc\) ] mend em [ M a.nd 0.IY) 
- mumbul rnombol ) muncrat c rn vn it-a.t 
- molor m~f~r . ] muntah c rnu ntah 
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After examining the dala abovt:!, they immediately 

indicate that those words are generally derived from two 

main categories. First, that ls the word functioning to 

clarify situation, or condition, or trait which ls tnen 

called Adjective. Second, the word serves to do some thing 

or activity which ls well known as Verb. 

Some of those which are clearly classified into 

adjectives are males, mateng, muring, maneh, mantep, etc. 

While the followings are some verbs melok, mangan, 

masak, menek,etc. From the collected data, other 

categories such as adverb, noun, pronoun are not found. 

Besides that, only those words whose foll~wing is a 

vowel undergo [m] dropping. While other words where the 

sound just after the [m] sound is a consonant 

(here,xetxoflex) do not undergo such [m) elision. This 

view can be simplified more obviously by the following 

examples 

- mlak u rn lak: U never pronounced as laku C la k:. v J 

- mrantak t1"'l ~an tc;ilq never pronounced as rantak (''"'~nta\q 

Actually the sound [m) here is nothing more than a 

k1nd of short abrevlatlon of the Javanese prefix m-. For 

casual speech, most Javanese speakers including the people 

of Semampir frequently pronounce some utterances more 

rapidly. If its Cm} sound is dropped, the initial meaning 

of the word with the pref ix m- will change to another 
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meaning. In other words, the category of initial word will 

become another category (for instance, 'verb to noun). 

Names of things, persons, and places do not undergo 

[ml dropping. This will be more obvious by some examples 

below. 

~tl things 

- masjid c rna~JLl the sound lml is never dropped. 

- meja [ meJ;, the sound C ml ls never dropped. 

- maling malel] the sound [ml is never dropped. 

~ tl Persons 

- Miskan c mt~ kan the sound [ml is never dropped. 

- Muslikan c mus.U kan 1 the sound Cml ls never dropped. 

- Machmud cmakmvt l the sound [ml is never dropped. 

~ Q.f. Places 

- Mengantl c m•'Janct the sound [ml ls never dropped. 

- Malang c rnala!J the sound Cm J ls never dropped. 

Manyar rnanyar the sound [ml is never dropped. 

IV.2.1. What Kinds 0£ Sound Elision Occur in the Dialect 

Under Investigation 

The analysis here should start the discussion about 

the nature of sound [ml and the manner of how the sound 

Cm) ls phonologically dropped. It ls well noted almost in 
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all parts of this thesis that the leter m here which 

refers to the elision itself, should be put between square 

bracket (( )). It means that this mark is assigned to 

a given sound, while a phoneme should be 

slashes (/ /).The principle differences 

between sound and phoneme has already been 

chapter III. 

put between 

in meaaning 

discussed in 

The m ls a speech sound. Men are capable of producing 

various speech sounds. Some of them are nasals (m, n, ng). 

According to the Manner of Articulation, m can be 

characterized as stop. In addition, according to Place of 

Articulation m is also characterized as labial sound. 

So like other nasal sounds, a speech sound of [ml 

specifically can be represented with. 

+ voiced 

[ml = + labial 

+ nasal 

Actually there are some features to characterize a speech 

sound as nasal. However, at least two features are 

capable of distinguishing [m) from the other nasals 

CnJ,and Cng]. Those features are [+labial) and the other 

features whose nasals belong to. It is given a feature of 

'voiced' because when producing it the vocal cords are 

vibrating. As a labial sound, the most dominant 

articulatory tools are lips, both upper and lower. In the 
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case of nasal, the air stream passing throdgh the lungs 

escapes the nasal cavity. 

In the case of most collected data are begun with 

the sound [m) which is then deleted, as discussed earrier 

in the previous cahapter, this deletion or elision can be 

categorized as Aphaeresls. The other two types of deletion 

that ls Apocope and Syncope are excluded from this 

analysis because this elision is initial sound dropping. 

Similarly, the other manners of sound Cml deletion that 

possibly occur at different phonetic environment are also 

not taken into account. In more detail this elision ls 

classified asAphaeresis due to the reasons mentioned 

before that only its initial sound,ln this case sound CmJ, 

is subjected to be dropped, not other sounds. 

The dropping of sound [ml that ls classif led as Aphaeresls 

- males c rnal~$ becomes - ales cal~~ 

- melok c me.f.J\c becomes - elok [£.l~k: 

- muring c mor\.~ becomes - urlng c or l ~ 

- mangan c rnalJ2.ni becomes - angan ca~an 

And so is the rest of the data collected 

The dropping of other sounds can be also classified 

as Aphaeresis as long as the sound that will be dropped 

is in initial position within a sequence of sounds. The 

previous chapter has shown some examples of Aphaeresis in 

English. 
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In the case of [ml elision, vowels and their nature 

may not be separately apart from the discussion of elision 

because such sounds can be used to indicate the existence 

of first syllable of words at where the elision generally 

takes place. It is due to the fact that the presence· of 

vowels indicate the presence of syllable. In the case of 

syllable, the word collected as data are mostly structured 

of two syllables. The first syllable ls one where the 

dropping of initial sound [m) occurs. In field research, 

the data whose syllables are more than two are not found. 

From this point, by the occurence of the dropping of 

initial sound at the first syllable, ls the nature of that 

syllable changed or not in term of its number ? Let us 

examine those data carefully. Those words 

are categorized into Adjective are the following : 

- males 
- macet 
- merem 
- melek 
- melas 

- murlng 
- mantep 
- mancur 
- molor 
- mancep 

mateng 
mandeg 

- mules 
mabuk 

which 

Since those words are stems with no afix or sufix 

following, it ls easy to devlde them into syllables. Thus, 

they obviously consists of two syllables with the 

following details 

- males ma and les 
- muring mu and ring 
- mateng ma and teng 
- molar mo and lor 
- mantep man and tep 
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- mandeg man and deg 

- macet ma and cet 

- merem me and rem 

- mancur man and cur 

- mules mu and les 

- melek me and lek 

- mabuk ma and buk 

- melas me and las 

The rest of the data collected are verbs. 

- mangan ma and ngan 

- rnasak ma and sak 

- melok me and lok 

- menek me and nek 

- mullh mu and lih 

And the rest. 

Like adjectives, those verbs also consist of two 

syllables. It obviously can be viewed f rorn their 

morphological f orrns. Some of them are verbs thatare 

formed by the combination of pref ix {m} and stern such as 

in mangan, mikir, menek, mikir, minggir, while the rest 

are naturally stems. 

But, as its initial sound of those words above is 

going to be dropped, the question wheter the number of 

syllables is still the same as those before the sound [ml 

is dropped. So they all become 

- ales ald$ - elok el" k 
- urlng or L lJ - angan a 'Qc3 n 

- enek l e.nek: - ules ula.s 
And so do the rest. 
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Those words that are already deleted still have two 

syllables as exactly like before the sound is dropped such 

in ma and les. It is due to the characteristic of vowel as 

a nucleus of syllable. It will be different case it its 

vowel is dropped. In other words, there will be no 

syllable if a vowel does not exist in a syllable except 

those that act as syllabic consonants as obviously seen in 

English. The Javanese itself does not recognize the 

syllabic consonants like English. 

In conclusion, in this phenomenon with or without the 

presence of a consonant, a vowel still represents the 

existence of syllable as shown by the words experiencing 

[m] elision. 

Such a case will be different if its vowel is 

dropped, such as 

- males __________ mles - melok __________ mlok 

- macet ________ __ meet - menek ________ __ mnek 

The words above clearly indicate how bad they are 

constructed due to its morphological aspects. Besides 

that, semantically they are also meaningless. The Javanese 

speaker will meet some difficulties in appreciating its 

meaning and in devidlng its syllables. But, there may be a 

possiblity for some words whose second syllable begins 
' 

with retroflex sounds like [ 11 and [ r 1 to be 

misappreciated with those Javanese words that are formed 

with the combination of prefix {m} plus stem. This is due 
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the casual and rapid speech. 

- melok may be pronounced 'mlok' 

- males may be pronounced 'mles' 

- mulih may be pronounced 'mlih' 

- merem may be pronounced 'mrem' 

- murlng may ue p.z:onounced 'mrlng' 

Due to the casual and rapid speech, those pronounciations 

are most likely to occur. Some times people of 

Semampir speak that way as most Javanese speakers 

general usually do. 

- melek ------
- merika ______ __ 

Thus, 

likely to be pronounced as 'mlek' 

likely to be pronouncedas 'mrika' 

des a 

in 

Besides that, such a possiblity ls more likely to occur 

because the productive roles of pref ix {m} in Javanese. 

See below, 

- laku (noun) mlaku (verb) 

As has been described earlier, in this study of sound 

elision the relationship between sound [m) as an initial 

sound that ls dropped, and the vowels as the following 

sound thus should be necessarily regarded. From this point 

of view, then appears a question wheter the occurence of 

sound CmJ elision is affected by the distribution or 

types of vowels. 

In terms of vowels, unfortunately some Javanese 

linguists have not agree yet about its number. For the 

purpose of examining vowel distribution relating to the 
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occurence of sound [ml elision, the statement of Uhlenbeck 

(1978 : 24) is considered. He claimed that the Javanese 

has six vowels [A), [OJ, [UJ, [El, [IJ, ClJ. and 21 

consonants .. 

It is well known that the feature of high-midle-low 

vowels depend on the position and the parts of the tounge 

as an articulator. On the other hand, the feature of 

front-back-midle depend on which part of the tounge is 

raised or lowered. Surprisingly not all Javanese vowels 

proposed by Uhlenbeck are inf luencial factors to the 

degree of the occurence of elision. It means that the 

dropping of sound [ml is not determined by the types or 

features of the vowel whose phonemic environment is just 

after the sound CmJ. In short, the elision of this study 

does not regard the type or the feature of vowel to occur, 

as can be indicated by the collected data below : 

VOWEL .LA.l 

- males c mal~s. 
- maneh c rnanE..'1 
- masak c ma sak: 
- mandeg C tnandBk 
- mancur C rnan~ur 
- mancep C tnanC:~p 
- mancik C man~ L k 
- mabuk c rnalook 

VOHEL ill. 

- melok C n1€.!J9ok: 
- menggok c rne..n9.:>k 

] 

I 
] 

J 
] 
J 
] 

J 

- mangan 
mateng 

- mantep 
mac et 
macak 
mallh 
mancing 

menclok 
- menek 

c tnalJd'1 
c matau 
c maritop 
c rna~a.t 
c rna~ak 
c ma llh 
c rnant llJ 

c rnen~l.:lk 
c me..nE.k 

] 

J 
) 

J 
] 

J 
] 
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miklr C ml.klr 
'!linggat c mto~t 
milih [ 01\-ll 

VQWEL .LILL 

mules rnula.~ 
- muncrat rT1Ul"'\~1'a.t 

VOWEL .lQJ.. 

- muring r rnorL~ 
- mudun C moclon 
- moco c m~~o 

VOWEL 1EJ.. 

- meni ( tn~nLh 
- melek [ IT\ ~ l E. "" - melas c tn& \as 

] - minggir 
] - mingkem 
] - mingkep 

- mungguh 
- muntah 

- mulih 
- mumbul 
- molor 

- merem 
- mendem 

l rnu!Jgah 
c muntala 

c mo LLh 
c rnombol 
c rnoloi-

50 

] 

J 
] 

J 
) 
] 

c rnc;>rsrn J 
C rn an cl c;;a rt1 J 

The sound [ml is dropped by the society of desaSemampir no 

matter the type or the feature of the following vowels. 

Take a note that the vowel [Al has the highest frequensy 

in terms of distribution of occurence the other vowels. 

And the other vowels proposed by Uhlenbeck can be said to 

actas vowel [A]. Surprisingly, the collected data do not 

show the role of the vowel [El in this occurence, as can 

be seen at the above examples. In fact, as the collected 

data show, the vowel schwa Cal which is not mentioned in 

the classification of Uhlenbeck's vowels, really occur in 

the production of sound [ml elision. 

The collected dataare then examined as well as 

identified based on their category. By observing their 

linguistic behaviours, the classification or word category 
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for the collected data is already identified as follows 

Data that ~ categorized il Verb 

- melok [ms.l~k. 1 in English it means 'to come with' 
- mangan [ manan 1 in English it means 'to eat' 
- masak [ rn a ~a k: ] in English it means 'tocook' 
- menek (rnE...ni:.k ] in English it means 'to climb' 
- menggok cme"!)g.Jk 1 in English it means 'to turn' 
- mikir Crntkl-r- l in English it means 'to think' 
- minggir: [ l'Y)l~,g\r- l in English i l mean:.> 'to stand aside' 
- mi ll<:J<:Ja t c rn ~ 23a-~ l in English it means 'to run away' 
- mulih [ rr)O 1h 1 in English it means 'to return' 
- mudun C rnoc\on ] in English it means 'to go down' 
- macak l h\ac~k ) in English it means 'to make up' 

mancik c "1an~1..k l in English it means 'to step on' 
millh l m L l1 h ] in English iy means 'to choose' 

- munggah [ muo9ah J in English it means 'to go up' 
- mancing C man~\...~ I in English it means 'to fish' 
- mend em C tn &nda.m J in English it means 'to plant' - mo co c m vC v 1 in English it means 'to read' 

mingkem [ (Y) l ~ ~C).fT\] in l!:ngli sh it means 'to shut mouth' 

Words gJ_ ~ t.ll..g_t Q.ll. cateqor lzed SU?.. Adi ect i ve 

- males c ma\ ~c; in English it meuns 'lazy' 
mateng c ma-la.'!) in English it means 'ripen' 
mantep c rnan\::ep in English it means 'stable' 
malih c rnaL\..h in English it means 'changed' - mer em [ t1) a. r- O.fY'\ in English it means 'closed eyes' 
melek C OJsle.k- ] in English it means 'opened eyes' 
mingkep c rnt?J ~~p J in English it means 'closed' 
molor Cm~\or 1 in English it means 'flexible' - mancep [ Jnaf)~&p J in English it means 'stucked' 
mabuk ( ma\ook J in English it means 'drunken' 
me las [ rne. \as J in English it means 'sorry' - mill [ mL Li J in English it means 'irlgated' 
mingkem C in L D l<a."'"' l in English it means 'closed mouth' 
muncrat [ "1 uh ~:rdt J in English it means 'blew out' 

- mandeg C rriandak l in English it means 'stop' - macet [ tr\Q)~ a.t J in English it means 'not work' 
- mancur C rr) anC:: u r J in English it means 'showering' 
- me rem c rnara.fl"""I J in English it means 'closed eyes' 

mules [ t'Y'\U lE).~ ] in English it means 'stomach-ache' - muring C rnorl..~ 1 in English it 'up set' 
. means 

Words of data that ~categorized il Adverb. 

man eh c maf'\e..h in English it means 'again/more' 

- meni [ ~<3 (\ l. h in English it means 'tommorow' 
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The complete characteristics of verb can be 

identified through the following three indications, namely 

(1) morphological forms, (2) syntactic behavior, and (3) 

semantic behavior, all of them taking place in sentence. 

First, by examining the morphological forms, then appears 

that verb con~lsts of some combinations of morphemes. It 

could be affix plus stem, or morpheme of reduplication 

plus stem, or the combinations of affix and and morpheme 

of reduplication plus stem. 

A certain morpheme will indicate that the words which 

are created are verbs, as can be seen from thedata. Some 

of words taken from data can be categorized as verb 

because from its morphological form we know that it ls 

formed with stem plus prefix, here prefix {m} serves as a 

suplement affix for the previous noun. 

- mangan --~-----derived from stem 'pangan' plus prefix 

{m}. Pref ix {m} here serves to convert 

noun into verb. Similar case also occurs 

to menek, mikir, mlnggir. 

on the other hand, some verbs taken from the 

collecteddata can be identified through its syntactic 

behavior taking place in sentence. In the case of 

syntactic behavior, the identification of verb ca~ be 

relied heavily on the grammatical function of the words; 

in this case it is refered to as predicate. Note also the 
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following instances : 

- melok - masak - menggok - minggat -mulih 

Those words mentioned above are generally utilized as 

predicate in Javanese grammatical structure altogether 

with other constituents such as Subject, Object and the 

likes. Let us check them used in sentence with some common 

Javanese expressions. 

- Adik melok Ibu menyang pasar 

- !bu masak gule 

Mentor iku menggok ngiwa 

- Wlngl bengl adlkku mlnggatsaka omah 

- Paman durung mulih saka kantor sore iki. 

The Javanese will speak thatway but may be in some 

various dialects. However, most Javanese speakers agree to 

classify those words into predicate. Indeed, The Javanese 

verbs generally serve as predicates. In other words, 

predicate is a primarily and dominant function of Javanese 

·verbs. 

The remaining words are adjectives. Thecharacteristic 

of Javanese adjectives can be known from this manners or 

behaviors which are similar with those of the Javanese 

verb, that is commonly used as predicate. 

IV.2.2. HOW IS PHONOLOGICALLY DESCRIBED 

The discussion of the glottal sound, nasal (ml, and 

some types of vowel can be inseparable. As an introductory 
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view, some sounds, in this case,vowels are identified as 

the center of weak syllables and some are being the center 

of strong syllables. Strong or weak syllables relatively 

depend on the terms of stress. In other words, stress is a 

major factor in determining wheter a syllable will be 

strong or weak. Weak syllable contains weak vowel. Strong 

syllable contains strong vowel. In other words, strong 

syllable are stressed and weak syllables unstressed. 

Besides that, the classlf icatlon of weak or strong relies 

on the way the speakers pronounce. However, the most 

noticeable feature between weak and strong ls that the 

vowel in a weak syllable is found to be shorter, of lower 

intensity and different in quality. 

Dealing with the collected data there are some 

words whose initial syllable ls weak, and some have strong 

syllable. However, in practice people of desa Semampir 

unexceptonally remain give such elision over those words. 

It doesn't matterwheter the vowel as the center of first 

syllable ls weak or not, kind of glotallzatlon will 

apparently appears preceding a vowel sound. 

After the sound [m) is dropped, then the following 

vowel automatically becomes the initial sound which 

generally may be realised with the glottal sound. G~ottal 

and glotalised are different. Glottal is [ 1 ] 1 while 

glotalised is the sound [7J that follows consonants that 

re possibly followed, such as in Javanese [kl --- [ k 7 ] • 
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Glottal ls primary place of articulation, while glotallsed 

is secondary place of articulation. 

The glottal sound is produced by completely closed 

position of the vocal bands. The primary function of the 

vocal bands is the tight pressing towards the air presure 

from the lungs. The closed position of the glottis occurs 

frequently in speech and is of great importance in some 

languages, including the Javanese. 

sound, there are glottal stop C 7 J, 

fricative [hJ, and voiced fricative 

In term of· glottal 

voiceless glottal 

glott~l [ h J. In 

parlcular, the glotalization that subsequently appears 

within the elision in desa Semampir refers to the sound of 

glottal stop [ .., J. 

Actually a study of glotalization assigned to 

explaine the case lf Semampir's elision is supported by 

the most common fact that in Javanese the glottal stop 

sound more frequently occurs before initially the vowel, 

as exactly said by Samsurl with his following examples 

(1987) 

- apa c'~ p~ - otak 

- enak c "e.na 1 - utuh 

Mpre than that, in more detailed examples of dally 

communications, the voiceless glottal fricative ChJ will 

be realised as zero [ no realisation J when it begins some 

words. As a result, some words that begins with such 

glottal will be realised with its vowel sound only. See 
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the following examples . . 
- hutang most frequently pronounced as utang 

- handuk most frequently pronounced as anduk 

frequently pronounced asll 
. 

- hasil most as 

As indicated by some previous examples, both glottal 

sound and the vowels in some cases may be realised as 

zero. In short, if the beginning of words is a vowel, lt 

may be realised with the glottal sound (a kind of 

glotalizatlon). On the other hand, if a fricative glottal 

begins a word , it may be realised as zero (no realisaton 

of glottal fricative). 

While so many operations phonological rules can 

perform, the elision of sound Cm] done by the people of 

desa Semampir also can be explained by utilizing a given 

phonological rule. This rule is a rule that deletes 

segments. It ls due the nature of phenomenon in which the 

initial sound ls deleted ln such a way that a certain 

phonological rule is used to account for. Thus, here is 

the formulation of phonological rule 

Cm l ~I # - v 

This rule states that the sound (ml may be deleted (that 

is, becomes zero) when the following sound is vowel. Note 

and compare the formulation of the rule above with the 

following words 

I 

I 

I al~ s 

I e.l0k: 

I 

I 
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Then, after the initial sound ls dropped, the reaminlng 

sound (in this case, a vowel) will be realised with a 

glottal sound. See and compare the formulation of the 

phonological rule below with the words : 

¢ > [ .., l I D [ v] 

I a loi S> I 
7 a l~s 

I E.l.:>k I , E.. LJ k 

I o r \..'~) I l 1 0Y"l!J 

I a~an I c 1 a ~an 
The rules above are optional since the native speakers of 

the Javanese do not always delete the sound [ml in the 

beginning of words when they mean to say them. Besides 

that, the society of desa Semampir occasionally delete it. 

It means that at other times they remain pronouncing them 

without the deletion of sound [m]. 

The scheme of the rule above says that the segment to the 

left of the arrow, in this case is the initial sound [ml 

of the words taken from the data, is lo be read as the 

input to be changed by the rule. The segment to the right 

of the arrow represents the change; in this case the sound 
' 

Cml becomes zero (meaning it ls dropped, or no realisation 

at all). The additional informations to the right of the 
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slash (/) indicates the grammatical or phonemic context in 

which the rule takes place. 

• 
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